
Scratch Task List 

9 Task Clues 
 

Drag a command to have the cat “meow” out loud -Sound 
 

Make the cat bigger -Grow (toolbar) or Change 
Size (Looks) 

 

Delete the cat and change the Sprite to a mode of 
transportation 

-Delete (toolbar) 
-Adding Sprites from file 

 

Have your sprite introduce themselves with no sound 
 

-Say (Looks) 
 

Find a Lion Sprite and have him “Roar” when you press 
the space bar 

-Record (Sound Tab) 
-Play Sound (Sound) 
-When Key Pressed (Control) 

 

Have 2 different Sprites doing 2 different motions of 
your choice 

-Add Sprite 
-Switching between Scripts 

 

Change the background to an outdoor setting and add 
2 sprites that belong in that setting 

-Stage (below picture) 
-Background tab ¡import  
-Adding Sprites from file 

 

Have a sprite walk back and forth across the screen 
without walking off the screen and without going 
upside-down 

-Motion 
-Bounce on edge (Motion) 
-Rotate Left/Right (toolbar) 
-Forever (Control) 

 

Have a Sprite of your choice jump on a trampoline 5 
times 

-Add Sprite 
-Glide to x and y (Motion) 
-Repeat (Control) 

 

Have a drum play 3 different beats and change color 
each time it changes beats 

-Sound 
-Change Color Effect (Looks) 

 

Pick a dancing sprite and change the costume to make 
it look like they are dancing 

-Adding Sprites from file 
-Import Costume (Costumes 
tab) – Find the same Sprite in 
a different position 
-Changing Costumes (Looks) 

 

Create your own Sprite of a writing utensil and have it 
draw a line on your screen – Try changing the color and 
thickness of your pen too! Clear when you are finished.  

-Paint New Sprite 
-Pen down (Pen) 
-Pen Size and Pen Color 
-Clear (Pen) 

 

Have a dragon breathe fire when you click on it and go 
back to normal when the green flag is clicked 

-Changing Costumes (Looks) 
-When clicked (Control) 
-Separating commands 

 


